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oí Dirt With Modern Electrical Cleaning Tool£
i Suction Cleaner, Excellent for\
Special Type* of Cleaning-
Carried faitead of Pushed

,1. F.nar, l?^*«'' Trtbun*

Institute
ONE »rf tl» ****** thin«8 in

hou^^J*»*^.^!1^^
for getönt nd <* dirt~

"cowardly dfrt *&.<* hides or flies
v ««» chase it, only to settle on

rome ota«* ¦'.,,.. . -

which lu«»« and Iurks 3U8t out of

re** iö «*ckfl and crevice8» IauSR-
inf it àaster, whiskbroom and
cloth."
You cant prevent, its coming to

floors, upholstery, curtains, furniture,
locks and every ledge and cranny
¡.your house, but you can speed its
«sing and prevent its accumulation,
with modern cleaning tools.the
«-Jectrk suction cleaners» and their
adaptable tttschments. The duster,
r-.'hiakbroom «öd cloth still servo as

secondary helpers to the powerful
¦mechanical cleaner, hut there are

many "dirt retreats," such as the
ledges above windows and doors, the
tufti in upholstery, cracks in floors,
the twists and turns on furniture,
corners of stair steps and the bed-
ded-in grime of heavy draperie?,
.which these old-fashioned dusters
cannot reach.
Tbf suction cleaner's tools, by vir¬

tue of their special design and con¬
struction and the powerful suc¬

tion through them, are particularly.
riapted to seeking, finding and ban-

ishing the "powdered" dirt which 13typical of the modern motoring and
manufacturing world.
Strong Suction Plug a Brush
Two electric suction machines, thePremier Duplex and the Premier

Handy, have proved their dirt-ban-
iehing powers and general useful¬
ness, as well as practical and dur¬
able construction, to the Institute en¬
gineer and domestic scientist. The
Duplex is an average size, motor-
driven brush type of vacuum clean¬
er. Besides the brus"h which special¬ises on lint, threads, hair, or other
fragments from bare floors or rugs,its suction removes surface, or anyimbedded, dust from carpets cr
fabrics.
The cleaner weighs exactly the

average of such machines previous¬
ly tested by the Institute, has a

slightly larger nozzle area than ths
average and stands five inches high¬
er over all. The motor and fan
housings and nozzle are of casi
aluminum, which makes for light¬
ness. (These same housings anc
nozzle in another metal would in
crease the weight of such a machine.
Lightness and power make a combi
nation appreciated by all women, es
pecially by those who must use *

cleaner for long periods at a stretch
Another feature of the Duple:

model (60 named because its brusl
is motor driven and it works witl
high suction at the same time) is it

Pressure Cooker Pointers on

Time Saving and Cost of Use
í |X£ million hours of household

work saved! More than a

tdillion.1,008,619 hours, to be ex¬

ist.salvaged in a year by some

4¿QG women who used pres-
,-ite and fireless cookers in fa*rm
V:\em, An astonishing figuro,

, bat no more astonishing than the

j quality af the results obtained by
ti* intelligent use of the modern
Pfeaa» cooker.
i Tochers* College Report
in a paper by Day Monroe, Mary

I. Barber and Ruth Parrish on "Ex¬
periments in Pressure Cookery,"
published in the September "Teach¬
ers' College Record," a report is
given of the pressure cookers and
other labor, time and money saving
machinery for housewives in thirty
states.
"The figures," states the article,

"raise the question as to whether
the pressure cooker really effects
any economy of time and labor;
whether the housewife should be en¬
couraged to invest her money in it,

..and, particularly, how its advan¬
tages compare with those of the fire-
less cooker. As in the case of most
devices when first placed on the

Iasarket, there are enthusiasts who
tould attempt to use the pressure««ker for purposes for which it is
atfltted. From some glowing
*w it would seem that it could
**nt every other method of

J&ring the last year the students
««ses m investigating cookery

- Teachers College, Columbia
/¡J"**» »»va spent many hours
2J« the pressure cooker. The
TWson has aimed to determine
*aaes and pressures to be* used
7*nou6foods and food combina-
^ the effect upon foods and the
^«preparation. For purposes of
^PW-ion parallel processes have
P carried on with the fireless
if, tf1*1 with ti»« u*3*1*1 methods
^«ng on a gas stove.

Advantage» of Use
"J*18 talking points for the. pras-
¡? «oker are that it is decided!?«»« and fuel saver, and yields
l^-of exceptionally good
*4t_ PrinciPÏ« of operation
.*__*_? P«8«»« is increased th«
öJVTUre is »ised, and thus the

01 cooking is materially short-
»ot^frt^ately, all foods will
^.to*u S*me amoant of Pres-
^¿_h_T problei» is to determine
1 itùTT pre8sure which wflî cook
WJ^Wy in the shortest
V 1 ^fchout impairing its
^'.PPearance or value.
^__í_ÍLColmection on« of the
^ want question« to be con-
* <WT et>er the ****** of

>nS**i T**n<Kl h*the hi**
.4^N_l i_L!lthe Prw8u»,e cooker.¦a2_?^Tl-~,aí*h^i_J_T *** *«P*rtmentíCA^ *. *.* thai
^íteZC*^« in cabbage«^ with tha pressure

cooker than by the ordinary method
of boiling."
Time3 are shortened as tempera¬

tures are raised, which may help
to explain this.

It is important to note that the
investigations showed-tliat although
the pressure cooker can be used for
short time processes it is more ef¬
ficient for the longer processes,
where the saving of time and fuel
is significant. It is especially good
for canning vegetables and meats,
for the long cooking of cereals,
fruitcake, baked beans, tougher
cuts of meat, whole hams, tongues,
pot roasts and soups.

Selection of Foods
The most advantageous way of

using the pressure cooker is to cook
two or three things at once. This
means the selection of foods whicn
can be cooked with approximately
the same time and pressure. A
food requiring long cooking can be
put in first, and when partly done
the pressure can be run down, the
cooker opened and the other foods
requiring a shorter time put in.
This method, however, is trouble¬
some, and in general it is better to
choose combinations which do not
make it necessary.

The foods cooked together need
not form a complete meal. Cook
the breakfast cereal, a meat loaf
or baked beans for the next day
with your meat.

A Fuel Saver
In the experiments it was found

that on long cooking processes the
pressure cooker was decidedly a
fuel saver. It consumed much less
gas than the fireless cooker. The
most marked difference in fuel con¬

sumption, however, is observed
when pressure cooked foods are
compared with those baked in the
oven. In one comparative test, in
which ham, escalloped potatoes and
onions were cooked in the pressure
cooker, the cost (computed on the
basis of $1.25 per 1,000 cubic feet)
was a little less than 2 cents. Foi
the same foods cooked with the gat
stove the cost was a little mor«
than 5 cents.

For oatmeal the pressure cooker
cost was $0.005; for the same
amount in the fireless cooket
$0.013, and for the gas stove,
$0.006. Are you surprised at tht
cost of heating the fireless stones?
Convenience and the over-night
factor must be considered here;
however.there are some women
who would prefer to pay the small
difference in price to have the use
of a fireless for over-night process.
For baked beans the fireless ana

pressure costs were the same.
$0.02.and the gas cost, when they
were baked in the oven, three timee
as much.
For any one interested in pres¬

sure cookery it would be well worth
while to obtain a copy of the article
(40 cents), for types oí foods to be
cooked, how to prepare them and
how to handle the cooker are

specifica»ly given.

The shoulder strap Handy with the tufted bristle brush attachment
ready to clean the upholstery. The 10-inch nozzle on wheels, lean¬
ing against the settee, is another attachment of this model, and

is used for cleaning floors.

The full sise motor-driven brush model for all phases of seeking, find¬
ing find banishing dirt. Its aluminum construction make» for light'
ness.a feature appreciated by women who must use a machine for

Ions periods. »

readily adjusted handle. This may
be fixed and held in any position
from vertical to almost horizontal
level by loosening and tightening a

nut clamp at the base of the handle
The bag which receives the sweep¬

ings and dust sucked in by the at¬
tachments (placed at the right side
of the handle) is fifteen inches wide
and twenty-six inches long, with a

spring clamp over the top and is
supported from the handle by a dur¬
able spiral spring.
The motor, which is a universa1,

type, may be started and stopped by
the snap switch, conveniently placed
within finger reach of the hand grip
on the handle. Twenty feet of black
cord makes connection at any lamp
socket or convenience outlet, and it
is protected at socket and motor end
by. special wire guards.a point for
long life of the cord and plugs. '

Use the Attachments
When the floor cleaning is finished

and draperies, upholstered furniture
and the woodwork need refreshing
thé suction tools are attached to the
front of the main nozzle by remov¬

ing a plate on its face. A short hose
attachment sleeve is put in place (in
this opening) and to it is attached
the eight-foot white, flexible hose.
Either the eight-inch or the thirty-
four-inch fiber tube, depending on

whether the cleaning to be done re-

quires a short or long reach, may
then be fitted into the hose end. The
special five-inch aluminum nozzle

fitted into either c
is excellent for
couches, curtains,

f these fiber tubes
cleaning clothes,
draperies, pillows

The Vacuum Cleaner's High Points
No dust on your hair or clothes.
-Vo dust in the air to breathe or to settle again on furniture

and nails.

/Vo broom, dustpan, cloths and brushes' to lug from room to
room*"

Dust, dirt and grime drawn out of fabrics, carpels and tufted
furniture, or from carved woodwork and moldings.

Corners and crevices cleaned thoroughly.the places our

grandthothers "'dug oui" with an old caseknifc!

Treat the Cleaner Kindly
Oil the motor according to directions.different motors de¬

mand different treatment.

Never let the machine stand with the motor running when
yon go to answer the telephone or door bell. .>

Empty the dust bag frequently.after each use if the house
is large'and the work heavy."

Fasten the hajidlc in place tchen the machine is standing still,
a fall to the floor jars the machine and its connections.

Clean the brush once a week, whether it is of the stationary
or revolving type. ,

and mattresses. Or the detachable
brush may be inserted in this nozzle
and be used whenever brushing in
addition to the suction is thought
necessary.

If you would clean the radiator,
the "innards'- of. the piano, fluff up
thq pillows, mattresses and sagging
upholstery on chairs, or dry your
.hair after a shampoo, the blower
tools are to be used. Remove all
suction tools and replace the plate
on the front of the main nozzle of
the machine. At the point where
the bag is attached fasten the
blower totol. Attach to it the same
hose used for the suction, then slip
into it a short fiber connection
tube. A soft-nose tool of rubber
is used in this( connection when
blowing dust from radiators, piano
and out of the small crevices of
tufted furniture and mattresses. It
may also be used for drying the
hair. ,

Efficient and Serviceable
The Institute tests for cleaning

efficiency, compared with the rec¬
ords on other similar machines,
show that the Duplex is well above
the average in thoroughness, speed
and ease of handling. For bare
floor cleaning the nozzle was ad¬
justed to five-hundredths of an

inch from the floor level. This is
very close, but proved effective.
The raising and lowering of the

The Tribune Institute
At Home

The Electrical Show

BIG black and orange and white sign swings over ¿lie entrance to the Insti-
stute booth (No. 73) at the Electric Show which opened yesterday.

It is the Institute "shingle".the sign of professional household consulting ex>

perls, at your service .for the duration of the »/tote.every day from 11 o'clock in
the morning until 11 at night.

The invitation to meet the staff and talk over home problems is extended to
all of our old friends, but it is especially addressed to those who do not know us*

and to those who malic and sell household machinery. HHal
An At-Home Reception

Drop in at No. 73 a ml meet the Institute face to face; . e files and detailed
reports of the\ back numbers of the Sunday Institute pages, covering both foods
and appliances.\ Complete lists of tools and foods will be available for those
who want them.

On a tea wagon there will be installed the Armstrong Super-Kegenerative ap*
paralus. This radio instrument is "self-contained''7 and can furnish "news" or

music with the tea in any room-.if it is in the air. The Institute seal of approval
is carried by all radio apparatus advertised in The Tribune. \

An Orange and BJaeiy Surprise +

"400 Recipes and Food Facts,'- covering tested foods and cooking technique
.famous Institute recipes.the cream of the Institute's search for unusual but prac-
tical dishes, are indexed, on practical cards, and arranged in a handsome box.
Blank cards are included so that you may add new Institute recipes from week
to week* It costs a dollar,- delivered into y\>ur hands or $1.10 mailed to your
kitchen dcor, and is availa ble for the first time at this show.

Saturday, October 7 to 14. 11 A» M. to 11 P. M.

Full-SizeMachine, Motor-Driven,
For the Heavy Work-Light¬
ness and Power Combined

nozzle are easily accomplished by a
small thumb screw at»».hc left side
of the fan eating.
When cleaning rugs with a

fringed edge care must be taken
that the fringe does not become
entangled in the machine's brush.-
not only is this hard on the rug
but the entangled fringes may stall
the brush, with a consequent strain
on the rubber belt which drives it.
This brush can be removed from
the nozzle for cleaning by opening
a hinged guard across the nozzle
face and slipping th*e belt off the
motor pulley. Once every two
months is often enough for clean¬
ing the brush, with ordinary use.

The Shoulder Strap Handy
In large establishments where

powerful suction machines are
maintained for cleaning floors
large rugs and literally acres of
heavy draperies, with probably a
man servant to manage the job,
there is also need for a smaller suc¬
tion cleaner for book Bhelves, stair¬
ways.the treads, balusters and
carved or velvet railing3 or ropes;
the upholstered» interiors of coupes
and limousines, crevices of carved
wood surfaces, etc. On the-other
hand, in the miniature apartment of
two rooms, where every inch of
storage space is at a premium and
a full-size vacuum cleaner could
hardly find a placo- to rest its
wheels, a small but powerful clean¬
ing device is welcome for floors,
rugs, woodwork, curtains and fur¬
nishings.

Such a cleaner is the Premier
Handy.to be carried on a strap
over the shoulder and weighing,
with attachments, only eight pounds.
Tho shoulder strap supports the
entire machine, leaving both hands
free to manipulate the cleaning
tools. The motor which furnishes
the suction power is housed in an
aluminum case with a black en-

j ameled wooden handle (like you*
electric iron handle) above it.

j Your hand on this assists in moving
the business end of this cleaner
while the other hand is maneuvering
the nozzle.

Directly below this motor and
fan housing is suspended the de¬
tachable dust bag (about the size
of a large ham) with an opening
at the lower end through which the
dust is emptied. This opening is
fastened by a steel clip. Twenty
feet of flexible electric cord comes
with this machins and allows a
wide cleaning area from the lamp;
socket or baseboard outlet.

Many Uses for This Model
This knapsack model is indeed j

handy for special types of cleaning!
which require free movement from
place to place. You can stand on
a ladder and reach into dark
shelves, or remove the dust from
ceiling light fixtures, moldings'
and other high objects. In the In¬
stitute kitchen it was used with
satisfaction, to clean the back of
the shelves of a deep closet where!
foods arc stored. Tea had been
spilled and the leaves were easily»
taken up without the necessity of
removing the many bottles and
boxes from the shelves.
For the most comfort in carrying

the machine from room to room,
adjust the strap so that the motor
and handle aré hip high: the. parts
ordinarily carried weigh about six
pounds. Not too much for the jbrief morning dusting in the small
apartment; nor is it too'heavy for
it man using it longer periods. The
woman who chooses the Handy for
its low price and then uses it for
general cleaning and for the work
usually done by a full size machine
must be content to have a little of j
that tired feeling in one shoulder.

CafltonSauces
fUnuoanatao. Tartar ana Russian'}
merit «he .title "Thoroiigh-
bred* of Sauc-edom".-de
lighting the palates of i
epicures everywhere. The
Siality which recommends
em en »«rficular people is

due to -their chief tagrrdi-
ente.-pur« olive oilt jr«*h-
est egg* and choicest apices.
They eaet m trifle more but
one« tried prie© hecomes a

-negligible factor.
Handled bf Charles, Ven¬
dôme, (he Maison Glas, and

high cla$$ Broaiway
DeUeatessent'

a*,jar*

If she uses it only for short perioc
it will not prove burdensome.

A Versatile MidgetThe attachment tools for u?'
with this miniature cleaner mak
it possible to clean clothing and a*!,
fabrics, ule- the flexible rubbe
hose, two and a half feet long, to
which a tufted bristle brush is at¬
tached. To blow the dust out cf
screens, radiators and the piano, c»-
when drying the hair, use the
blower coupling and the rubber
hose. A ten-inch nozzle on wheel.
is attached to the hose for floo-
cleaning, and for this work it i.-
less efficient than a full-size
wheeled machine. It would serve
however, to clean rugs, carpets and
bare floors, but its primary pur¬
pose is for lighter cleaning work.
The nozzle (three or four inches

smaller than a wheeled machine
nozzle) ¡a sufficient for cleaning
¡anything but badly soiled larg»
areas.such as the rugs in a hau
Jor living room. Also there is no
brush in the floor nozzle, which
eliminates ether than light dusi
type of work.

The Handy model is particularly
useful for automobiles, in theaters.
clothing stores and any place where
fabrics are exposed to the dust.
Its adaptable attachments suggest*
many uses in home or office. Its*
¡shapeliness, convenience and genera!
usefulness, combined with the elec-

jtrical power suction and the brush.
admit it into the vacuum cleaner
class.

Certainly the weight factor
should not stand between any
woman and these easier methods of
keeping her house clean.it's much
easier than lugging a broom, dust-
pan, dust cloths and brushes
around, and not in the same class
at all* with these old-fashioned
implements, when sanitation, thor-
oughness and speed av«i considered.

| The great feature about vacuum
cleaning from the sanitary point of
¡view is that the machine is "swal-
lowing'' the dirt.it does not chase
it from plaça to place.and the
dusting after sweeping is almost
eliminated. «^ F. R. B.

The Premier Handy and Duplex
Suction Cleaners.
Made by the Electric Vacuum

Cleaner Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
- a

Belter Homes'' Week
ßETTER HOIUEÍ..' WEEK will be

observed throughout the United
»States from October 9 to 15. The
Tribune house, at the corner of Har¬
mon Drive and Weaver Street, in
Larchmont Gardens, was officially
designed by the National Advisory
Council for the national celebration.

It is nearing completion and com¬
bines the best in small h-puse archi¬
tecture and in construction, decora¬
tion, furnishing and modern labor-
saving equipment ( Tribune Institute
selected) for the housewife. It will
be open from October 9 to 15, in¬
clusive, completely furnished and
eq'uipjpqd. For three weeks there¬
after, until Monday, November 6, it
will remain open (but unfurnished)
as a model showing the type of
American home possible to-day, at
low cos's when care i3 used in plan¬
ning a c 1 building.
ALL FOODS AND APPLIANCES
ADVERTISED*ON THIS PAGE
HAVE BEEN TESTED AND
APPROVED BY THE TRIBUNE
.INSTITUTE.

THOROUGHLY pickled
? and then steeped in
the fragrance of sweet
hardwood, smoke, Adolf
Gobel's "Quality First"
Smoked Ham is a delicacy
to be enjoyed often. Buy
it at your food store for
baking, broiling or frying.


